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Mid-Century Modern Furniture Fulfils High Point Market Spring Edition  
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Following the enormous success at AD Show 2015 in New York, 

BRABBU is getting ready to fly to North Carolina, where the largest industry 

trade show in the world will open its door from 18th until 23rd of April. High 

Point Market has been recognized as the leading home furnishings market in 

the world, which explains why it is known as “The World’s Home for Home 

Furnishings”.  

The reason why BRABBU and its partners Boca do Lobo, Delightfull 

and Koket couldn’t miss the chance to bring the best of design to the trade 

show. 

Having been style spotted once, the pieces that will be showed at IH 112 

– IHFC, Commerce, Floor 1 have already caught the eyes of High Point Market 

Style Spotters Team of 2015. With a mid-century modern set fulfilled by jewel 

tones and unique design inspired by nature, BRABBU suits perfectly this spring 

edition of the trade show. 

 

 

 

KOI carp is a recurring symbol of 

Japanese culture, highly appreciated by 

its decorative purposes, not only in 

water gardens but also in Irezumi 

practice or, most commonly, in tattoos. 

Its natural colour mutations reveal their 

capacity to adapt, just like the KOI 

screen that you can use to create a 

better sense of space division in your 

ambiences. 
  

http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/casegoods/koi-screen.php?utm_source=BBAprilWk15015&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBKOIscreen&utm_campaign=emailPress
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Nature in its rawest form flows through this 

charismatic furniture piece as lava flows 

during a volcano eruption. Molded by casted 

brass and bronze glass, CAY embodies 

nature’s ultimate scream. Allow yourself to 

hear the ultimate call, feeling its strength 

and reflecting it into your urban lifestyle. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

KOI carp is a recurring symbol of Japanese 

culture, highly appreciated by its decorative 

purposes, not only in water gardens but 

also in Irezumi practice or, most commonly, 

in tattoos. Its natural colour mutations 

reveal their capacity to adapt, just like the 

set of KOI tables with table tops in glass or 

marble that you can choose to better fit in 

your ambiences 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/casegoods/cay-side-tablet.php?utm_source=BBAprilWk15015&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBCAYsidetablet&utm_campaign=emailPress
http://brabbu.com/en/casegoods/koi-side-tablet.php?utm_source=BBAprilWk15015&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBKOIsidetablet&utm_campaign=emailPress
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Sakishima Islands are part of Ryukyu islands chain, 

located at Japan southern- most. SAKI Suspension 

Lamp is a tribute to this unforgotten island, recognized 

by its almost extinct bamboo roots harvest. Through a 

rythmic composition of matte brass canes, SAKI 

Suspension Lamp will make your living room an 

unforgettable place, filling it with nature inspired shapes 

that create a warm and cozy atmosphere. 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

A semi-desert area in South Africa was the perfect 

environment to be the theme for KAROO armchair, 

with the same name as this vast African landscape. The 

yellow tones of this arid area are represented in the satin 

fabric colour, and the delicate touch of KAROO armchair 

helps to feel the desert with a smooth and peculiar 

comfort.  

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

PADAUNG is the balance between softness and strong 

personality. Composed by tilia wood and brushed brass 

rings, it is inspired by the beauty and strenght of 

PADAUNG women that use these rings on the neck since 

their childhood as a statement of beauty and to protect 

the neck, the center of the soul.  

 

 

 

http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/lighting/saki-suspension-light.php?utm_source=BBAprilWk15015&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBSAKIsuspensionlight&utm_campaign=emailPress
http://brabbu.com/en/upholstery/karoo-armchair.php?utm_source=BBAprilWk15015&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBKAROOarmchair&utm_campaign=emailPress
http://brabbu.com/en/casegoods/padaung-stoll-.php?utm_source=BBAprilWk15015&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBPADAUNGstool&utm_campaign=emailPress
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Wales, often called the "Land of 

Castles". These private fortified 

residences were both offensive and 

defensive structures which provided 

control of the area immediately 

surrounding them. WALES sofa was 

designed to provide the same feeling 

of protection: a burgundy velvet sofa, 

with curvy back and arms, base in 

aged brass and polished golden nails. 

Designed to create a complete look 

for your living room, WALES sofa will 

be the comfort fortress of your 

space. 
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http://www.brabbu.com/
http://brabbu.com/en/upholstery/wales-sofa.php?utm_source=BBAprilWk15015&utm_medium=email&utm_term=BBWALESsofa&utm_campaign=emailPress

